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Erin Myers1698456609

Great experience overall. I am very pleased with the thorough inspection report and responsive customer service. Well worth a 5 star review!
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Gen Abascal1666644485

Ronald was very informative and communicated his concerns throughout the process. Great experience.
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Thomas Hoog1666202446

very polite and heldpful men. explained as they went and found things. would use them again.
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Patricia Carberry-Harris1665944491

Ron and his associate showed up right in time and spent more than 2 hours inspecting a property we’re thinking of buying. Their thoroughness and clear explanations of any issues they came across were very helpful, and were gone over in great detail on the report they furnished to us. Appreciate their help, and would recommend them to anyone needing a home inspection.
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Rick Morales1665605191

Communication with this inspector was not an issue , very responsive to calls, appt. time, and final reports. However, in the future a 4 point and wind mitigation inspection should be included in the price of the inspection. In my experience this additional inspection wouldn't have taken to much of their time to accomplish that day.
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McCall Griggs1663522693

DHI is prompt to respond and schedule inspections, timely in turn around, and very professional in all communication. I highly recommend them!
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Enable Properties1663169158

Highly recommend. Great service and detailed reports with a quick turn-around!
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Erica Dale1663165653

I was so impressed by the team that came to do my house inspection. Everyone was extremely professional and thorough- but also incredibly friendly and fun. It was painless and easy for me. Of course there's a slight bias because the house I'm buying didn't have any major problems...but I have confidence that they would've still been just as friendly and helpful even if the house needed major repairs. I found out about them through my realtor who I absolutely adore and trust. She has been in the business for many years and has built great relationships with people she trusts. That went a long way with me too.
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Nick Morales1662592058

As a Realtor I use Down Home for myself and always recommend them to my customers. Bo approaches every job with the customers best interests in mind. He is always available to explain his findings and make the experience as stress free as possible. You won’t regret working with Down Home inspections.
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Tomas Pla1661783001

You can trust this company. They will find the problems you need to know.
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Ashley Mitchell1661265847

They got to us so quickly!
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Jessica Hull1659809102

Very professional and thorough. Easy to talk  to and ask clarifying questions. I would highly recommend.
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Michael Munsell1659464537

Bo was punctual and thorough.  We’ll be using him again in the near future!!
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Sima Mellman1659451455

Very thorough!!
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A K1659277883

Very thorough, punctual and willing to answer any questions during the process. Highly recommend!
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Liz Andrade1657405247

Thorough and professional. Would use these guys again
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Ashtyn Edwards1657375222

Our inspectors were thorough and polite! They really took their time and investigated every inch of our house.
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I contacted Down Home Inspections after business hours and they responded by morning to set up the home inspection. They were very accommodating and professional. They explained the process and the findings of the inspection in person. I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend their services. Thank you.
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Very thorough and detailed inspection! Highly recommended.
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Nho Cao1654373109

Great people to work with. The report was very detailed and included pictures of everything. Definitely recommend!
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Francisco Colon1653408399

The inspector was great and he explain everything he inspected and was super communicative with me.  This was very important since it was my first home in the States.
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Jen Figueroa1653316124

I am a Realtor in Gainesville and I love when my customers choose Down Home Inspections. They are punctual, thorough, and honest. Excellent company, give them a try! The do full home inspections as well as pool inspections. Very knowledgeable resource! I have also used them for my own home.
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Professional job with highly detailed reporting
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Bo is the best in the business!
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The inspector was prompt in his arrival time, went right to work and knew exactly what he was doing which made the inspection go smoothly. If there was something that needed attention, he called me over and showed me just, in case the written report was hard to explain a certain issue. The report was detailed but not so much that the buyer ran out of patience reading it. I would highly recommend using Down Home Inspections. 🏡
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Sarah Baxley1650981277

Very responsive, quick and thorough. Highly recommend.
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Abbie Williamson1650073675

Bo was very friendly and explained things during the whole process and answered all our questions as first time home buyers
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Bo did an outstanding job inspecting the home we are buying. He was there for over 4 hours and did not miss a corner of the house inside or out. He sent us a very detailed report that included pictures and what needed to be repaired. My husband copied the report and has it in a folder so we can start repairs easily and check them off as we go. 31 areas of wood repair were found with a picture and directions where each repair is needed. His diligence will make the repairs flow easily and we can again use the data at the end to make sure all areas were addressed. Thank you for your excellent detail to your inspections! 10 plus rating!
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